
To Andrew Sciombre 	 1/3/69 
From Harold Weisberg 
Remommended witnesses - Abraham 7apruder, Dick Billings, D avid Chandler 

Zapruder will be an adverse witness. Believer, he is needed to 
authenticate his film. jhe also immediately asid that the shots came from 
behind him, on the grassy knoll, not even saying that any came from the TSBD. 
His testimony makes clear that he was talked into sayinr they came from the 
TSBD. His testimony also makes clear he sew the President shot before Frame 
210. I go into this in ell the hooka except Oswald in Lew Orleans. In Photo-
graphic hits ,ash I reproduce the eeeret Service Resort quoting him se saying 
the shots came from behind him- the day of the assassination. Thee he can be 
used to establish fact, where he heard the shots come from, the msaser of the 
"ievestigationh„ getting witnesses to ,say other than they observed, end ether 
things. I should add he was imeedietely quoted on TV ee seying ,whet he told 
the Secret Service and I believe I have the Dallas TVIllet3 reporting. I 
know if I do not they can be gotten from the xe_shives from the citations in 
MITEWASH II. 

"e hes other advantages as a witness. First, what he really sold 
LIFE is the right to suppress his film. Be confirmed this to me, after first 
denying it, saying, by way of defense of LIFE, that it was his desire; He is 
a real, live, 1969 Judenret, and will be an effective way of showing the 
jury 'dent kind of people oppose us, are used for this pgapose. Next, with the 
film actually, to all practical purposes, supsressed, it will be effective 
to how how wealthy it has made him. "e got more then 4500,000, for more then 
a year ago billings confirmed to me ii was then about this amount. 

Now ifcry of the LIFE people ere'later to be used by the defense, 
getting this in in chief would pull the teeth of all of that, besides telling 
en essential pert of the story, how the basic evidence was supnreseed cud dis-
torted. Be cannot control himself, comes through as entirely irretienol, will 
blurt out all sorts of things that will hurt him and his side, and should 
easily be declared a hostile witnees. a has a contract with lIFE that is 
net forth in his testimony, a copy of which I left there in Xerox when I used 
this on WWCM-TV, shout the time you originally suhpenaed the film. 1  hove usdd 
it 0 dozen times on TIT since, without a single peep from LIFE. and I've used 
stills on TV, again without protest. how LIFE has never released the "missing 
frames", despite the puffery in the press. See the first chapter of PHOTO 7.71, 
end have never answered my request for copies after they announced they were 
"releasing" them. I there print the note pro,sibiting their use from the AP 
files, again without a peep from either LIFE or Al'. I think t'.is will help 
convince a potential unfriendly juror that he has been poisoned by the press. 

More, Zeeruder can be use to destroy the fiction the original 
cannot be shown because of danger to it. "e told me he kept it in his office 
in Dells:a for the longest time and showed it so often, after the deal with 
LIFE, that he cannot say how many times. He can also be uses to show that 
the Commission knew the crucial frames were missing end was silent, remaining 
that way even after I brought tj.s to light. 

Ityou think there is a chance of the defense calling Billings, 
I would urge him also as a prosecution witness, easily degared hostile because 
of his writing, to be asked about the Zapruder and ell other picture deals, 
where LIFE either suprressed the pictures or entirelthmisreeresented than. The 

amount of money they spent on this, to produce nothiffe eienificant, should also 
be dffective to the jury. .:!hen the CIA connections of LIFE eenegement are con-
sidered, if that can be gotten into evidence, it will further reduce the 

effectiveness of any LIKE  testimony, Billings', Chandlers', etc. Please consult 

the memonof my handler interview (which is on tape ,and the FBI report saying_tht ireeeee,ees 	dee_ mehesesecee  -4E-7,.-‹- 


